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CONTEXT

Since the end of its shipyard era, the city of Malmö has seen a dramatical 
transformation. Once an ethnically solid, blue collar community, the city 
now boasts a tremendous cultural diversity combined with increasing 
population, new businesses along with a reputation for citizen-oriented 
urban planning and bold architecture. Together with Copenhagen it 
forms the Öresund region, constituting the largest urban population 
in Scandinavia. This region is also the only land to land link between 
Scandinavia and continental Europe as well as home to the Öresund 
strait, one of the world´s most travelled maritime routes, forming a 
substantial cultural and economic nexus among the world´s regions.
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A cloud of dust or a breath of fresh air? The act of demolishing Turning 
Torso, home of the few, re-conceptualizes the site as an open arena.
This begins a new urban policy prioritizing f ield over f igure, connective 
tissues over singular objects, recognizing the infrastructural potential 
and public value of an ar ticulated and adaptive ground plane. The 
demolition and fresh site allows for addressing adjacencies anew: to 
link programs and merge constituencies. This new land has become an 
inclusive space open to the future.
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HISTORY

Previously Malmö´s Westen Harbor was home to large scale shipyard 
operations producing oil tankers, submarines and other vessels. 
This local industry was shut down due to international competition 
and  globalization of maritime economies. As Malmö reinvented itself 
with a new post- industrial identity, the former industrial site began its 
transformation to become a par t of Malmö´s urban landscape. This  
began with Bo01, an exhibition of up-scale water front development to 
which the high-rise Turning Torso has been added. What remains of 
Malmö´s maritime legacy is now the Copenhagen-Malmö Por t, mainly a 
shipping and distr ibution center for Scandinavia.

Western Harbor total area 175 ha

existing + future building footprint 118 ha

public space 57 ha

22 ha incl. Turning Torso

> 73 % population increase 
                       over the next 5 years!

Estimated population 2016: 7500

population 2010: 4326

population 2010: 2254Bo 01
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TENDENCIES

The current planning of the Western Harbor´s future is largely 
masterplan driven. For a city undergoing a cultural and demographic 
shif t these visions pre-determine the future at a time when a vast array 
of possibilities lay open, limiting planners´ and citizens´ possibilities to 
generate or imagine alternative futures. At the moment new development 
has not been halted by the global economic crisis, and the Western 
Harbor has largely failed to become a place for cultural and grass 
roots initiatives. The chosen site (with Turning Torso on it) is situated 
between the f inished Bo01 and yet undeveloped land, providing an 
oppor tunity to engage the uncer tainties of alternative futures.
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The soft structure of this proposal is a feedback system that gives 
the site the possibility to shif t use and form depending on future needs 
and desires. This is achieved by reoccurring public workshops in which 
people set a calendar of future events and make decisions on how to 
deal with soils and paved sur faces. The cyclical feedback into  workshop 
decisions gives the public a tool for self-organization in relationship to 
the site. What will be staged on the sur faces? What has to be done  
with the soil and vegetation? As one season´s chain of events come 
to an end public opinion has formed, infusing the workshop with fresh 
ideas and expectations of future events. The provision of an open but 
long lasting physical framework in combination with this incremental 
form of public site governance generates a more adaptive public realm 
and society.  
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The physical structure of the proposal is a twofold strategy consisting 
of built and living groundworks. First, paved sur faces upon which public 
events can be staged and take place make up the main framework. 
This sur face creates paths that connect to adjacent programs as well 
as provides spaces of various sizes. Embedded in its construction 
is electrical and water outlets for future events. This sur face allows 
for new social constellations to emerge. Second, the plan includes a 
series of beds of varying soil compositions and planted trees. This 
provides conditions for various invasive species to establish. Lef t alone 
the soils become mixed with debris (seeds, dust, trash...), over time 
forming unique urban conditions for new ecologies. Between the paved 
sur faces and soil beds are thresholds of cast concrete. These provide 
par tial distinction between the two groundworks, spatial structure and 
seating. Like the title suggests the plan is a open framework for social 
and ecological morphogenesis (the biological process of how par ts 
organize to become a greater dynamic whole). The design intends 
to hold and support an unforeseen sequence of public events and 
emerging species, giving the site its life over time. 
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Pre-planted trees:
provides initial spatial structure and 
micro-climate to kick-start plant succesion.

Soil beds:
beds with various soil conditions open 
to invasive species and succession.

Thresholds:
partial border of cast concrete between soil and 
paved surface. provides seating and spatial 
structure.

Event Surface:
paved surface with electrical + water access 
for future events.

Rubble

Gravel

Main proportion
            of soil content.

Prepared soils for future ecologies.

Sand

Clay

Thresholds accumulate debris (seeds, trash, species, dust...) 
mixing with soil, generating unique urban conditions. a  -  a   Section25 m10 m5 m
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Summer events:
farmers market, sunbathing, water play, 
outdoor movies, gardening, music...

Spring events:
citizen´s own plants, reshaping soil, 
community pot-lucks, rebuilding ...

Winter events:
skating, snow sculpture, light installations,   

music, fi re...

Fall events:
experimental rain shelters, late 

harvest, fl ea market, political rally...

adaptation of site

Feedback loop for adaptive appropriation

New seasonal events

Public workshops

public opinion
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Plan: Invokes chards lef t  
        of previous building.


